We present a new approach to quantum gravity starting from Feynman's formulation for the simplest example, that of a scalar field as the representative matter. We show that we extend his treatment to a calculable framework using resummation techniques already well-tested in other problems. Phenomenological consequences for Newton's law are described.
The law of Newton is the most basic one in physics -it is already taught to beginning students at the most elementary level. Albert Einstein showed that it could be incorporated into his general theory of relativity as a simple special case of the solutions of the respective classical field equations. With the advent of the quantum mechanics of formulations of Heisenberg and Schroedinger, one would have thought that Newton's law would be the first classical law to be understood completely from a quantum aspect. This, however, has not happened. Indeed, even today, we do not have a quantum treatment of Newton's law that is known to be correct phenomenologically. In this paper, we propose a possible solution to this problem.
We start from the formulation of Einstein's theory given by Feynman in Ref. [1, 2] . The respective action density is ( in this paper, like Feynman, we ignore matter spin as an inessential complication [3] )
Here, ϕ(x) is our representative scalar field for matter, ϕ(x) ,µ ≡ ∂ µ ϕ(x), and g µν (x) = η µν + 2κh µν (x) is the metric of space-time where we follow Feynman and expand about Minkowski space so that η µν = diag{1, −1, −1, −1}. R is the curvature scalar. Following Feynman, we have introduced the notationȳ µν ≡ 1 2
(y µν + y νµ − η µν y ρ ρ ) for any tensor y µν 1 . Thus, m o is the bare mass of our matter and we set the small tentatively observed [4] value of the cosmological constant to zero so that our quantum graviton has zero rest mass. Here, our normalizations are such that κ = √ 8πG N where G N is Newton's constant. The Feynman rules for (1) have been essentially worked out by Feynman [1, 2] , including the rule for the famous Feynman-Faddeev-Popov [1, 5] ghost contribution that must be added to it to achieve a unitary theory with the fixing of the gauge ( we use the gauge of Feynman in Ref. [1] , ∂ µh νµ = 0 ), so we do not repeat this material here. We go instead directly to the treatment of the apparently uncontrolled UV divergences associated with (1).
To illustrate our approach, let us study the possible one-loop corrections to Newton's law that would follow from the matter in (1) assuming that our representative matter is really part of a multiplet of fields at a very high scale ( M GU T = 10
16 GeV ) compared to the known SM particles so that it is sufficient to calculate the effects of the diagrams in Fig. 1 on the graviton propagator to see the first quantum loop effect.
To this end, we stress the following. The naive power counting of the graphs give their 1 Our conventions for raising and lowering indices in the second line of (1) are the same as those in Ref. [2] . degree of divergence as +4 and we expect that even with the gauge invariance there will still remain at least a 0 degree of divergence and that, in higher orders, this remaining divergence degree gets larger and larger. Indeed, for example, for Fig. 1a , we get the result
, where we set k ′ = k + q and we take for definiteness only fully transverse, traceless polarization states of the graviton to be act on Σ so that we have dropped the traces from its vertices. Clearly, (2) has degree of divergence +4. Explicit use of the Feynman rules for (1) shows indeed that this superficial divergence degree gets larger and larger as we go to higher and higher loop contributions.
However, there is a physical effect which must be taken into account in a situation such as that in Fig. 1 . Specifically, the gravitational force is attractive and proportional to (mass) 2 , so that as one goes with the integration four-momentum k into the deep Euclidean (large negative (mass)
2 ) k 2 regime ( assume we have Wick rotated henceforth ), the 'attractive' force from gravity between the particle at a point x and one at point x ′ becomes 'repulsive' and should cause the respective propagator between the two points to be severely damped in the exact solutions of the theory. This suggests that we should resum the soft graviton corrections to the propagators in Fig. 1 to get an improved and physically more meaningful result.
We point out that the procedure of resumming the propagators in a theory to get a more meaningful and physically more accurate result is well founded in recent years. The precision Z physics tests at SLC/LEP1 and the precision WW pair production tests at LEP2 [6] of the SM are all based on comparisons between experiment and theory in which Dyson resummed Z and W boson propagators are essential. For example, in Refs. [7] , one can see that SM one-loop corrections involving the exchange of Z's and W's in the respective loops are calculated sytematically using Dyson resummed propagators and these one-loop corrections have been found to be in agreement with experiment [6] . Here, we seek to follow the analogous path, where instead of making a Dyson resummation of our propagators we will make a soft graviton resummation of these propagators.
We use the formulas of Yennie, Frautschi and Suura (YFS) [8] , which we have used with success in many higher order resummation applications for precision Standard Model [9] EW tests at LEP1/SLC and at LEP2 2 , to resum the the propagators in Fig. 1 and use their resummed versions in the loop expansion just as the Dyson resummed W and Z propagators are used in the loop calculations in Refs. [7] . To this end, we need to determine the analogue for gravitons of the YFS virtual infrared (IR) function αB ′′ ≡ αB ′′ γ in eq.(5.16) of Ref. [8] which gives the respective YFS resummation of the soft photon corrections for the electron proper self-energy Σ F in QED:
as this latter equation implies the YFS resummed electron propagator result
Here, Σ ′ F (p) is proper self-energy hard photon residual corresponding directly to the sum over the hard photon residuals on the RHS of eq.(2.3) of Ref. [8] :
where Σ ′ F n is the n-loop YFS IR subtracted residual contribution to Σ F which is free of virtual IR singularities and which is defined in Ref. [8] , i.e., we follow directly the development in Ref. [8] as it is applied there to the proper one-particle irreducible twopoint function for the electron, the inverse propagator function. From eq.(5.13) of Ref. [8] , we have the representation
where λ is the usual infrared regulator and the YFS virtual IR emission function is given by
where we define
. We see that we may also write (6) as
Using the results in Appendix A of Ref. [8] , this allows us to write down the corresponding result for the soft graviton virtual IR emission process, where, following Weinberg in Ref. [13] and using the Feynman rules for (1), we identify the conserved charges in the graviton case as e → κk ρ for soft emission from k so that for the analogue of the virtual YFS function αB ′′ γ we get here the graviton virtual IR function −B ′′ g (k) given by replacing the photon propagator in (8) by the graviton propagator,
, and by replacing the QED charges by the corresponding gravity charges κkμ, κk ′ν . In this way we get the result
and the corresponding scalar version of (4) as
where the YFS soft graviton infrared subtracted residual Σ ′ s is in quantum gravity the scalar analogue of the QED electron proper self-energy soft photon IR subtracted residual Σ
, we may drop it in using the result (10) in calculating the oneloop effects in Fig. 1 . We also stress that, unlike its QED counterpart, this quantum gravity soft graviton YFS IR subtracted residual is not completely free of virtual IR singularities: the genuine non-Abelian soft graviton IR singularities are still present in it. These can be computed and handled order by order in κ in complete analogy with what is done in QCD [14] perturbation theory. For the deep Euclidean regime relevant to (2), we get
so that, as we expected, the soft graviton resummation following the rigorous YFS prescription causes the propagators in (2) to be damped faster than any power of |k 2 |! ( For the massless case where the renormalized mass m vanishes, the result (11) is best computed using the customary −µ 2 normalization point for massless particles. In this
in the deep Euclidean regime for the massless case, where −µ 2 can be identified as the respective (re)normalization point. This again falls faster than any power of |k 2 |!) When we introduce the result (11) into (2), we get ( here,
Evidently, this integral converges; so does that for Fig.1b when we use the improved resummed propagators. This means that we have a rigorous quantum loop correction to Newton's law from Fig.1 which is finite and well defined.
More precisely, using standard resummation algebra already well-tested in precision EW physics as cited above, we replace the naive free propagator
with the resummed "improved Born" propagator
everywhere in the loop expansions of our theory, with due attention to avoid double counting, as usual. In this way, one sees that ∆ Continuing to work in the transverse, traceless space for Σ, we get, to leading order, that the graviton propagator denominator becomes
where the self-energy function Σ T (q 2 ) follows from Fig. 1 by the standard methods ( the new type of integral we do by steepest descent considerations for this paper ) and for its second derivative at q 2 = 0 we have the result
3 Note that this implies the use of the analog of ∆ where M P l = 1.22 × 10
19 GeV is the Planck mass ,
and we work in the leading log approximation for the big log L = ln x 0 . The steepest descent factors c sd , f sd turn out to be c sd ≃ 12.9, f sd ≃ 5.79 × 10 2 .
To see the effect on Newton's potential, we Fourier transform the inverse of (14) and find the potential
where a = 1/ − 1 2 Σ T ′′ (0) ≃ 82.6M P l in an obvious notation. With the current experimental accuracy [15] on G N of ±0.15%, we see that, to be sensitive to this quantum effect, we must reach distances ∼ 6.45 × 10 −21 GeV −1 ≃ 0.13 × 10 −33 cm. Presumably, in the early universe studies [16] , this is available 4 . This opens the distinct possibility that physics below the Planck scale is accessible to point particle quantum field theoretic methods.
We believe then that we have found a systematic approach to computing quantum gravity as formulated by Feynman in Ref. [1, 2] . The law of Newton may now be studied on equal footing with the other known forces in the Standard Model [9] of SU c (3)×SU 2L ×U 1 interactions.
limit studied by effective Lagrangian methods such as those used in Ref. [23] .
2. That we get a cut-off at ∼ M P l in our theory means that, if the improved propagators we find are introduced into the renormalizable SM Feynman rules, the net effect will be to cut-off the respective Feynman integrals at ∼ M P l and ,hence, by the standard results of renormalizable quantum field theory, there will no effect on any of the phenomenological predictions of the SM at scales well below M P l .
3. For nonrenormalizable theories, our methods appear to offer a 'new lease' on life for many of them. We caution that, while our improved propagators render many of them finite, they may have other problems.
